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Abstract—As the backbone of land, air, naval, and
smart-grid electrification infrastructures, performance
improvement to the electric motor or generator (i.e. electric
machine) circuit and control architecture (i.e., system)
would tactically advance the global electrification to an
efficient fossil free society but after nearly two centuries of
evolution and study, formidable technical challenges
persistently limit electric machine system performance
improvement to applying commonly available material,
winding,
packaging,
electronic
component,
and
manufacturing techniques, such as better permanent
magnets and WBG semiconductors. Yet, the classic
introductory study for all electric machine systems
confirms
the
notional
brushless
wound-rotor
“synchronous” doubly-fed electric machine system
(BWRSDF) provides twice the power density at half the
cost, half the loss, and octuple the peak torque of all other
electric machine systems with the same techniques and
design constraints but only by hypothesizing the invention
of a practical Brushless Real Time Emulation Controller
(BRTEC) revealed in this article.

machine systems by deoptimizing the BWRSDF
symmetry with the asymmetry of a “passive rotor” with
rare-earth permanent magnets (RE-PM) (synchronous),
slip-induction dependent windings (asynchronous),
reluctance saliencies (asynchronous and synchronous),
or DC field windings (synchronous).
By making the rotor an additional working (or
“active”) power contributor to the electromechanical
energy conversion process together with the universal
active stator with independent phase and amplitude
control of the automatically synchronized rotor and
stator flux vectors, the classic study confirms that a
BWRSDF provides twice the constant torque speed
range or Full Load Speed (FLS) of all other electric
machine systems with the same design parameters, such
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The classic study of electric motors and generators
(i.e., electric machines), as shown in Fig. 1, begins with
the notional brushless multiphase wound-rotor
synchronous doubly-fed electric machine system
(BWRSDF) with the symmetry of two similar directly
excited multiphase winding sets (or active winding sets)
strategically placed on the stator and rotor, respectively,
but only by hypothesizing a brushless, instantaneous
(i.e., real time), sensorless, automatic, and deterministic
(i.e., emulation) control means or brushless real time
emulation controller (BRTEC) to guarantee stable
synchronous operation from sub-synchronous speeds
(e.g., absolute zero speed) to super-synchronous speeds
(e.g., twice synchronous speed) with speedsynchronized, bi-directional, multiphase excitation
power applied directly to the “active rotor” multiphase
winding set through a rotor electrical port instead of
relying on slip-based induction excitation that ceases to
exist about (or at) synchronous speed. The classic study
becomes the follow-on study for all other electric
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Page 113 demonstrates the classic textbook study for all electric
machines begins with the symmetrical relationships (i.e., 4.1.19,
4.1.20, 4.1.21, 4.1.22, and 4.1.23) of a multiphase wound-rotor
doubly-fed electric machine but only by imagining a stabilizing
brushless real time emulation control means.

Fig. 1 The Classic Electric Machine Study

as port voltage, frequency of excitation, torque, polepair count, and air-gap flux density (e.g., 7200 RPM for
60 Hz and two poles versus 3600 RPM). As a result, the
BWRSDF is known to provide up to twice the power
rating (and power density), half the loss and cost, and
octuple the peak torque within the same packaging of all
other electric machine systems, including half the total
I2R loss by evenly sharing the total active current
between the rotor and stator active winding sets (i.e.,
product of two active winding sets of equal resistance
and the square of half the current equals half the loss).
Commonly confused with the traditional slipring
wound-rotor induction (i.e., asynchronous) doubly-fed
electric machine system, which is unstable without the
wasteful damping inertia of a prime mover, such as a
wind turbine, for quasi-stable synchronous speed ridethrough, a practical BWRSDF has never been realized
because of the formidable challenges of inventing the
enabling BRTEC. Instead, vast RE-PM R&D discovered
a viable replacement for the size, cost, loss, and
provisioning of Magnetizing Magneto-Motive-Force
(MMF) by ignoring the obvious geopolitical and
environmental consequences of the RE-PM supply chain
and now, the RE-PM electric machine system is
considered the best performing electric machine system.
Ironically, the size, cost, and loss of Magnetizing MMF
provisioning is being reintroduced into RE-PM electric
machine systems to regain the coveted attribute of field
weakening, which is already more efficiently and
affordably provided in the higher performing BWRSDF.
II.

SIXTY YEARS OF SELECTED BWRSDF STUDIES

The following selected studies confirm that the
BWRSDF doubles electric machine performance but is
impractical without the enabling BRTEC:
“The
double-armature
machine
has
many
merits…continuous power rating is double…in
addition…a maximum pull-out torque of…eight times
nominal frame size torque rating.” [1]
“…the power electronic converter only has to handle
a fraction of the total power…losses in the power
electronic converter can be reduced…the cost…becomes
lower.” [2]
“…the
doubly-fed
synchronous
electric
machine…which allows full advantage…from the
possibility of delivering energy to both the rotor and
stator…create unstable operation…the desirable steadystate features of this machine are not available...” [3]
“The controller requires too many measurements and
off-line computations…” [4]
“If possible, the controller bandwidth should be set
higher…at least the change rate of the flux reference…”
[5]

III.

REASONABLE CONSIDERATIONS

For equitable cross-comparisons, the following basic
electric machine characteristics are reasonably assumed
but may not fully align with traditional convention:
1) Derived from Maxwell’s Equations, all electric
machines follow three basic laws of physics for design
without deviation, Ampere Circuital Law, Faraday’s
Law, and Lorentz Force Law. The only design
difference is maximum load speed for a given torque at
a given frequency and voltage of excitation with two
ports of active power delivery (i.e., doubly-fed) showing
twice the maximum load speed (and twice the power)
within the same packaging;
2) Instead of the term “induction,” such as the
“induction” electric machine, which occurs by the
asynchronous rotation or movement (i.e., slip) between
energized stator or rotor winding sets, this article more
accurately uses the term “slip-induction” to avoid
confusion with non-slip induction, such as high
frequency induction;
3) Asynchronous (i.e., Slip-Induction) electric
machines rely on slip-induction for operation and
therefore, cannot operate at synchronous speed. In
contrast, Synchronous electric machines do not rely on
slip-induction and can operate at synchronous speed;
4) All electric machines universally have a directly
excited multiphase AC (or active) winding set or
armature (i.e., singly-fed) for torque production and for
contributing active power to the electromechanical
energy conversion process, which is generally located
on the stator for simple electrical provisioning, or at
most two active winding sets or armatures (i.e., doublyfed) before the electric machine architecture duplicates;
5) All optimized electric machines (with similar
design parameters) have similar air-gap flux density,
because air-gap flux density is chiefly determined by the
flux density saturation limit of available core material
and not by the flux density potential of RE-PMs, which
are size constrained by temperature and an awkward
inverse flux density to flux intensity design relationship,
or by the even higher flux density potential of
electromagnets, which have an optimal direct flux
density to flux intensity design relationship but are
constrained by heat dissipation and size. Accordingly,
optimized electric machines will reasonably show: a)
similar effective airgap area (and resulting continuous
torque and size) with the essential frame, backiron, and
active winding set, b) arguably, similar package cost and
loss (less expensive RE-PMs), and c) similar size, cost,
and loss between the rotor and stator, particularly under
slip-induction operation or with an axial-flux structure
of proportionally similar adjacent rotor and stator disks,

instead of a radial-flux structure of dissimilar rotor
cylinder inside the annulus of a stator cylinder;
6) All optimized electric machines have similar
amounts of core or backiron on the rotor, stator, or both
to reduce magnetic flux leakage by closing the flux path
through the air-gap and to reduce the air-gap depth and
associated amount of magnetizing MMF or expensive
RE-PM per unit (e.g., KW) of electric machine active
power rating. Replacing the backiron or core material
with more RE-PM material of similar specific density
may reduce core loss but is not cost effective. For
instance, so-called air-core or coreless electric machines
will always have a significantly larger air-gap, which
jeopardizes mechanical, cooling, magnetic integrity, and
amount of RE-PM material with its associated
environmental,
geopolitical,
and
environmental
consequences;
7) Slip-induction dependency or Magnetizing MMF
burdens the active winding set with additional size, cost,
and inefficiency of supporting the entire rotor slipinduced power or Magnetizing MMF but since
Magnetizing (or passive) MMF is orthorgonal to Torque
(or active) MMF, vector arithmetic shows Magnetizing
MMF magnitude has much less impact on total system
loss, cost, and size, particularly with field weakening;
8) All performance electric machine “systems”
comprise an integral electronic control component and
accordingly, its compounding loss, cost, and size should
always be included in equitable system comparisons;
9) All electric machine systems belong to two basic
circuit and control architectures, the notional Symmetric
Electric Machine Circuit and Control Architecture (i.e.,
BWRSDF), which comprises an “active rotor” with a bidirectional electrical port for the “synchronous” control
of another directly excited multiphase winding set that
contributes an additional increment of active power to
the electromechanical energy conversion process
together with the universal active stator winding set by
not relying on slip-induction (i.e., synchronous doublyfed), or the Asymmetric Electric Machine Circuit and
Control Architecture, which comprises a “passive rotor”
with the asymmetry of slip-induction dependent
windings, reluctance saliencies, permanent magnets, or
DC field windings that are without a direct multiphase
winding electrical port for active power contibution;
10) Long delays and inaccuracies of offline electronic
measuring, estimating, predicting, calculating, and
synthesizing shallow sloped signals inhibit any state-ofart derivative of field-oriented control (FOC) from
stabilizing a true BWRSDF, where random rotor time
constant (RTC), torque angle shift, or slip-induction
injections, which are instigated by at least rotor
temperature, rotor shaft, or supply line perturbations,
quickly lead to destabilization without an instantaneous

and deterministic control response, particularly with
long settling times where signal slopes flatten to DC
about synchronous speed.
THE CLASSIC ELECTRIC MACHINE STUDY

IV.

Instead of the simple electric machine model of Fig. 1
with the symmetrical two-phase flux (or current)
relationships (4.1.19 – 4.1.22), which show two terms of
magnetic sharing between the two phase windings, this
classic study will consider the more applicable but
complex three-phase model with the symmetrical flux or
current relationships showing three terms of magnetic
sharing between the three phase windings:

λ =
AL I + AMI Cos(θ ) +
AMI Cos(θ + 120) + AMI Cos(θ + 240);
λ = AL I + AMI Cos(θ − 120) +
AMI Cos(θ ) + AMI Cos(θ + 120);
λ = AL I + AMI Cos(θ − 240) +
AMI Cos(θ − 120) + AMI Cos(θ );
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λ= AL I + AMI Cos(−θ ) +
AMI Cos(−θ − 120) + AMI Cos(−θ − 240);
λ= AL I + AMI Cos(−θ + 120) +
AMI Cos(−θ ) + AMI Cos(−θ − 120);
λ= AL I + AMI Cos(−θ + 240) +
AMI Cos(−θ + 120) + AMI Cos(−θ ),
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where θ = WMT + αM is the rotor scalar component, WM
is the mechanical angular speed, αM is the mechanical
angular phase shift, and T is time with the same
relationships for rotating or linear electric machines.
By expanding the symmetrical relationships of the
three-phase model with the following multiphase AC
input signals applied at the stator winding terminals:
(2)
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one induced rotor signal, which easily represents all
phase windings with the appropriate phase shift, is:
(3)
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where the k factor comprises static design parameters,
such as the rotor and stator winding-turns ratio, and
design anomalies, such as unbalanced winding sets.
With further expansion, the resulting multiphase
signals at the rotor winding terminals become:
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where WS, WR and αS, αR, are the stator and rotor
electrical angular frequencies and phase shifts with: a)
the “Synchronous Speed Relation,” ±WS ±WR ±PWM = 0,
satisfied for average torque production with pole-pair
count, P, b) the “Torque Angle Relation,” ±PαM ±αS ±αR
= ±αT, phase-locked for torque stablility, and c) rotor
phased-vectored DC (i.e., ±αR) convergently and
deterministically applied to hold airgap flux steady
when slip-induction excitation ceases to exist at (WR =
0) or about (WR << slip) synchronous speed.
For analysis, the classic study of the symmetric
electric machine would simply control AS, BS, & CS
while conveniently imagining a BRTEC means that
instantaneously and automatically provides the precise
rotor excitation signals (4) for continuous synchronous
operation in accordance to the synchrononous speed and
torque angle relations, including the burden of precisely
supplying extremely shallower slopping rotor signals
that converge to phased DC (i.e., ±αR) as the Wr factor
converges to zero when approaching synchronous speed
from either sub or super synchronous speeds. In
contrast, the rotor signals of the asymmetric electric
machine with a passive rotor of slip-induction dependent
windings, reluctance saliencies, DC field windings or
permanent magnets are nonexistent (WR=0) or
asymmetrically different (WR=Slip), which complicates
the electric machine study but allows non-optimal FOC
control with known rotor position and estimated RTC.
In order of control complexity: 1) the symmetric
synchronous electric machine of Fig. 1 has twelve sub to
super synchronous speed (±) parameters for injecting
stable control or unstable external perturbations, ±WS,
±WR, ±WM, ±αM, ±αS, & ±αR, with four rotor inaccessible
parameters, ±WR and ±αR, but FLS=2WS when WS=WR,
2) the sub-synchronous asymmetric induction machine
has six parameters, WS, WR=Slip, WM, αM, αS, αR, with
two rotor inaccessible parameters sloppily selfcompensator (e.g., slower rotor by loading increases
slip and compensating torque), but FLS=WS - Slip, 3)
the asymmetric synchronous machine (WR & αR = 0) has
four direct parameters (WS, WM, αM, αS), but FLS=WS.
V.

BWRSDF-BRTEC CONCEPT OF OPERATION

By referencing the “example” of Fig. 2, which is
similar to the well understood electronic solid-state
power transformer, only BRTEC comprises a positiondependent-flux high frequency (HF) transformer
(PDF_HFT) with the same arrangement of rotor and
stator multiphase winding sets as the torque producing
symmetric multiphase wound-rotor doubly-fed electric
machine entity of Fig. 1, which is also a positiondependent-flux but low frequency (LF) transformer
(PDF_LFT). The PDF-HFT is isolated between two
stages of Synchronous Modulator-Demodulators
(SMODEMs),
which
are
simple
solid-state
“bidirectional” choppers commonly found in the popular
FOC Matrix Converter but with the fractional power
rating for classic BWRSDF control. The rotor or stator
SMODEMs naturally modulate or demodulate in
accordance with the direction of power conversion.
The SMODEMs modulate the same stator phase
signals applied to the PDF-LFT (2) with a bipolar HF
carrier, because unlike the PDF-LFT, the PDF-HFT
brushlessly propagates power by the HF carrier and not
by the LF modulation envelopes of the stator multiphase
signals (2). With the rotors moving together, the PDFLFT and PDF-HFT follow the same electromagnetic
process of sharing (i.e., vectoring) magnetic energy
between phase windings with rotor position dependency;
but since physics dictates mutual inductance, torque,
winding-turns, loss, and size are inverse to operating
frequency, the loss, size, and torque of a 24 kHz PDFHFT example with high frequency compatible core
material are up to 1/400th of a 60 Hz BWRSDF PDFLFT (i.e., 60/24000). Also, the synchronously chopped
(i.e., bipolar) HF carrier(s) inherently provides EMI

Fig. 2 BRTEC Full Bridge Example

filtering for purest sinusoidal excitation and resonant (or
soft) switching opportunity for higher operating
frequency, lower switching loss, stress, and noise.
Without expanding the entire Fourier Series for
studying switched (i.e., chopped) periodic signals, one
stator phase signal after SMODEM modulation is:
(5)

PHASE _ A =
A COS (W T )COS (W T + 0 ),
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with WC as the carrier high frequency and ASC as the
magnitude of the modulation envelope, which includes
at least the SMODEM power conditioning factor by
modulating the HF carrier.
One PDF-HFT computed rotor phase signal is:
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The PDF-HFT computed rotor multiphase signals
after SMODEM demodulation are:
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With mechanical and electrical connection, the PDFHFT rotor signals (7) are sensorlessly, automatically,
instantaneously, and deterministically the precise
multiphase rotor signals (4) for synchronous PDF-LFT
operation at any speed, including excitation converging
to phased-vectored DC about synchronous speed,
because the PDF-HFT rotor signals (7) have no zero
converging WR factor of the PDF-LFT rotor signals (4).
Crucial for stable operation, all PDF-LFT rotor or stator
parameters are seamlessly translated to the BRTEC
stator port frequency, position, and amplitude for direct
measurement and analysis by the HF sampling aperture
of shared magnetic energy between PDF-HFT phases
and control by the SMODEM conditioning of at least
the HF carrier parameters, ASC, BSC, CSC, αARC, αBRC,
αCRC, and WC. Because the LF multiphase rotor signals
(7) are automatically speed synchronized according to
the synchronous speed relation and phase locked to any
selectable phase according to the torque angle relation
by the BRTEC, “individual” phase control of the AC

phase currents (7) for true BWRSDF operation is
simple: a) measure the source currents (2), including the
rotor position and speed from the BRTEC inherent
contactless absolute resolver (i.e., PDF-HFT), and b)
adjust the currents by controlling the HF carrier
parameters for desired speed, position, torque, torque
angle, power factor, field weakening, or balancing
design anomalies, all of which is unlike the traditional
FOC with measure, calculate, estimate, predict, and
synthesize the PDF-LFT rotor signals (4) that
immeasurably flattens to zero about synchronous speed.
BRTEC is a compact, brushless multiphase
“electromagnetic” commutator of the BWRSDF with a
simple but versatile means of “individually” controlling
the multiphase port signal (4) amplitude, phase, and
frequency with the high self-adaptive control resolution
and efficiency of electromagnetically computing (i.e.,
exact analog twin or emulation) the phase-speedfrequency synchronization without the delays and
inaccuracies of offline electronic algorithmic computing
(i.e., inexact digital twin or simulation) of FOC. BRTEC
may be functionally compared to the simple current
control of the venerable high power density Universal
Motor with an “electromechanical” commutator
comprising brushes riding across contacts for switching
phase windings to automatically control speedfrequency synchronization but with only a single input
phase, with mechanically fixed rotor phase shift, and
with significantly higher harmonic content, lower
control resolution, larger footprint, and lower reliability.
VI.

BWRSDF CONCEPTUAL COMPARISON

For a simple conceptual comparison, consider an
axial-flux asymmetric electric machine system with a
given torque, voltage, and resulting 1x FLS comprising
an “active” stator disk (with the active winding set)
adjacent to a “passive” rotor disk (with the asymmetry of
RE-PMs, slip-induction dependent windings, reluctance
saliencies, or DC field windings), which are articulated
by a rigid frame and bearing assembly for air-gap
integrity. The rotor and stator disks reasonably show: a)
similar size, structural frame, and core backiron, which
are chiefly determined by the axial-flux air-gap diameter
and area, b) similar loss, such as windage, and cost (less
any expensive RE-PMs), and c) arguably, similar
electrical and core loss, particularly under slip-induction
operation. By eliminating the entire loss, cost, and size
of the passive rotor disk with the replacement of another
active stator disk of similar loss, cost, and size but with
an additional increment of active power (providing 2x
FLS) and also, by eliminating the loss, cost, and size of a
full rated FOC with the replacement of a fractionally
rated BRTEC with half the loss, cost, and size of similar
electronic components, the original asymmetric electric

machine system package and structure becomes an
axial-flux BWRSDF with: 1) double the power density
per unit of power rating with the combined power of
two active winding sets (i.e., twice the power ÷ same
package size or weight), 2) half the cost per unit of
power rating with the same cost/amount of materials
(less expensive RE-PMs) but with the compounding cost
of a full power rated FOC replaced with the lower cost
of a fractionally rated BRTEC (i.e., same (or less) cost
÷ twice the power), 3) half the loss per unit of power
rating with the loss of the passive rotor replaced with
the similar loss of an active stator but with the
compounding loss of a full rated FOC replaced with the
lower loss of a fractionally rated BRTEC (i.e., same (or
less) loss ÷ twice the power), 4) octuple the peak torque
per unit of power rating of the original asymmetric
electric machine system by keeping the magnetic core
from flux saturation in accordance with the conservation
of energy physics of the classic symmetric or dual
ported transformer circuit topology, which neutralizes
the combined air-gap flux production from increasing
torque current, as only possible with BRTEC
independent control of the phase and amplitude of the
automatically synchronized rotor and stator flux
vectors, and effectively, 5) double the expected
performance gain per unit of power rating of the
original asymmetric electric machine system from
applying performance enhancing material, winding,
electronic, cooling, and manufacturing techniques.
VII.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

As understood by over a half century of classic
electric machine study [1][2][3][4], the axial-flux
BWRSDF, as only possible with the fractional rated,
self-adaptive BRTEC of this article with independent
phase and amplitude control of the automatically
synchronized rotor and stator flux vectors, provides at
least: 1) double the core power density and octuple the
“peak” torque per unit of power rating of all other
electric machine systems, including RE-PM electric
machine systems, with the same (e.g., legacy) design
parameters, such as port voltage, frequency, torque,
packaging, and manufacturing, by combining the active
power of two similar active winding sets strategically
placed on the rotor and stator, respectively, 2) half the
cost, loss, and size per unit of power rating by at least
eliminating the passive rotor, 3) double the expected
gain per unit of power rating with the same performance
enhancing techniques, such as wide-bandgap
semiconductors or high-speed operation, and 4)
elimination of RE-PMs and associated cogging. Also,
the axial-flux BWRSDF provides: 1) coveted field
weakening control with half the cost, loss, and size by
uniquely sharing Magnetizing MMF between rotor and

stator windings, 2) comprehensive leading-to-unity-tolagging power factor control, 3) universal DC, single or
multiphase AC operation with dual fractional power
BRTECs, 4) automatic grid synchronization without
electro-mechanical governing, 5) true transactive energy
harvesting, 6) modular control of individual phases with
IoT, and 7) identical rotor and stator assemblies.
As a direct power conditioner with its unique
symmetrically bi-directional SMODEMs and PDF-HFT
combination and control with no DC Link Stage
comprising bulky chokes and capacitors, the compact
BRTEC inherently provides isolated parallel and series
level scaling and common mode rejection to realize high
power gyrators, frequency or impedance matching
synchroconverters, virtual synchronous machines, or a
multiphase HF micro-distribution bus that halves the
cost, loss, size, and total number of active stages in a
system of systems application, all of which provide a
holistic approach for land, air, naval, and smart grid
electrification to an efficient fossil free society.
By contactlessly swapping the location between the
rotor DC field winding and the stator active winding set
to simplify cryogenic logistics and with pure sinusoidal
excitation, BRTEC can bring the asymmetric
superconductor (e.g., super permanent magnet) electric
machine system closer to practice; but when AC
superconductors become a practical reality, the fully
electromagnetic BWRSDF will be the electric machine
system of choice.
As sole keeper of the BWRSDF knowledge base (with
the self-adaptive BRTEC): 1) a textbook detailing the
theory of operation was composed with non-proprietary
information already professionally vetted and published,
2) multiple prototyping, including pre-production
prototyping, successfully verified the BWRSDF, which
were developed by retrofitting available radial-flux
electric machines with PDF-HFT cores of ferrite or thin
electrical steel ribbon, 3) a computer aided design tool
for the axial-flux BWRSDF (BEM-CAD), which
simultaneously provides equitable cross-comparative
designs of highly integrated RE-PM and slip-induction
motor systems with the same airgap flux density, port
voltage, and packaging, was successfully developed and
validated against prototyping results and available stateof-art axial-flux electric machine specifications, 4) a
proprietary and only CAD programmable 3D Printer,
which was empirically verified by orchestrating and
directing relevant experimental studies with renown
fiber laser and amorphous metal companies (without
exposing trade secrets), is being fabricated for the highspeed additive manufacture of axial-flux electric
machines for another level of “system” power density
with at least: a) integrated low (e.g., PDF-HFT) and
high (e.g., PDF-HFT) frequency compatible cores, b)

perfectly aligned slots and flat air-gap area between
material layering, c) integrated frame assembly that also
serves as the electronic controller heat sink and chassis,
and d) readily available and higly optimized premanufactured materials, such as nanocrystalline or
amorphous metal ribbon core and high strength
structural frame materials, all without secondary
finishing processes or damage to the delicate material
properties, and 5) alliances are being sought for the
axial-flux BWRSDF design, prototyping, test,
publication, and distributed additive manufacture under
the digital environment with BEM-CAD.
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